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Outline

 Themes:

 What is health care reform?

 Changes to care

Carrot – incentives

vs. 

Stick – penalties
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 Problems with reimbursement solutions

 Federal: Medicare and Medicaid

 Maryland: Changes for private payors

 Fraud and abuse

 Mandatory reporting of overpayments

 Voluntary self-disclosure protocol

 Physician ordering

Outline
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 Innovative changes

 Accountable Care Organizations (ACO)

 Patient centered home (MD)

 Hospital acquired conditions

 Preventable readmissions

 Nursing facility pay for performance
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Miscellaneous changes

 State law changes

 Other reforms

Questions?
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Theme: What is Health Care Reform?

More than just a federal law

 Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 
(PPACA)

 Maryland is “out in front” on health care reform

What does this regulatory environment mean?

Health care for all? No obligation?

Social obligation?Moral obligation?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People ask each other all the time what is health care reform?Often the answer begins and end with the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of March 23, 2010.The reality in Maryland, and in a number of other places, that health care reform existed long before PPACA and will continue long after PPACA is implemented or overturned.  Most people know that Massachusetts was the first state to implement a nearly universal health care coverage law during Governor Romney’s tenure but Maryland has tried for over a decade to have a health care for all program.  Each year, the Maryland health care for all coalition trots out a new bill and each year the bill gets defeated but gains one or two additional sponsors– usually with a fiscal note that says the program is too expensive.What does all of this mean? First, it is a highly regulated environment.  The providers know it – or should know it.  And if you have a provider as a client who is operating recklessly without awareness of the state and federal regulatory structures then you might have a problem.  Lastly, the bottom line is that Maryland’s health care providers– your friends, neighbors, and clients who work in the health care sector, operate in a highly regulated environmentOn a larger, public level, it sort of depends on what side of the spectrum your personal view is.
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Theme: What is Health Care Reform?

 Tensions

 Politics: Left vs. right

 Payor vs. provider

 Who is covered?

 What types of services are covered?

 What cost?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My personal point of view is that there are many tensions pulling health care reform in sometimes different, and sometimes the same, direction.It’s politics– depending on your personal point of value, government has an obligation to provide health care for all, government should provide solutions with market input to provide care, the government should provide incentives to encourage market based solutions, or the government should not be managing or controlling health care.Who is paying and how much?  Which providers are getting paid and how much – should hospitals get more than physicians or long term care facilities and so one.  These questions are important when you begin to understand that the pot of money to pay all health care claims each year is not infinite and where the biggest pot – Medicare – is shrinking.Some more pragmatic tensions- who is covered and who is not and what types of services – and by types I mean those stratified by cost (more low cost types good, more high cost types bad), and whether new types of care should be paid for and how much.
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Theme: Health Care Reform Litigation

Court cases

 Unconstitutional: VA* (state sovereignty), FL* + 
26 (entire law)

 Dismissed: MI (merits), VA (merits, exercise of 
religion), NJ (standing), OH (Art. I challenge 
remains), MO (individual), TX (individual)

 TBD: OK* (state sovereignty), PA (individual) 

 Appeals pending: 3rd, 4th, 6th, 11th Federal Circuits

* State challenge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The one thing that I can tell you concretely about reform is that it means litigation.  This slide represents a handful of the more significant lawsuits around the country dealing with PPACA and a short notation that distinguishes these similar cases from each other.  I have actual citations back at the office and if you are interested in getting citations, please contact me afterwards.FL:	Florida v. U.S. Dep’t of Health & Human Servs. (11th Cir. Appeal)OH:	U.S. Citizens Assoc. v. Sebelius (commerce clause claim allowed to proceed)MI:	Thomas More Law Center v. Obama, 720 F. Supp. 2d 882 (E.D. Mich. 2010) (6th Cir. Appeal, to be heard 5/30 – 6/10)MO: 	Kinder v. GeithnerNJ:	New Jersey Physicians v. Obama (on appeal 3rd Cir.)PA: 	Goudy-Bachman v. U.S. Dep’t of health & Human Servs.TX:	Bellow v. Dep’t of Health & Human Servs.VA: 	Virginia v. Sebeliius (on appeal to 4th Cir.)	Liberty Univ., Inc. v. Geithner
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Theme: Carrot & Stick Environment
 Zero sum game?

Comply today
 “Good habits”

 Increased 
reimbursement

 Tomorrow?
 “Bad habits”

 Decreased 
reimbursement
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 Not enough primary care physicians (PCPs) and 
general surgeons

 Solution: Medicare incentive payment plan

 10% Medicare increase: Jan. 1, 2011 – Dec. 31, 
2015

 Qualifying physicians and surgeons
 Primary care physicians, geriatricians, internists, nurse 

practitioners, physician assistants

 General surgeons in Health Professional Shortage Areas 
(HPSA)

Medicare Reimbursement Incentive
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Medicare Reimbursement Incentive

 Primary care physicians
 PCP Codes: 99201-215, 99304–340, and 99341–

350

 Qualifying physicians and physician extenders

Enroll in Medicare as PCP

 65% of Medicare Physician Fee Schedule 
billed to PCP codes for 2 previous years

New PCP: one year allowed if enrolled only in 
2010.
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Medicare Reimbursement Incentive

General surgeons 

 HPSA

 Enroll as general surgeon

 10 to 90 day global procedure reimbursement
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Maryland Reimbursement- Non-Par

Non-participating (Non-par) HMO providers

 Providers do not join every HMO provider panel

 Non-par providers cannot balance bill HMO 
patients for covered services

 Non-par provider bills HMO

 Non-par providers dispute HMO reimbursement
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Maryland Reimbursement (Non-Par)

Non-par provider reimbursement is greater of: 

 125% HMO average rate; or

 140% Medicare rate

 Jan. 1, 2010 – Dec. 31, 2014
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Maryland Reimbursement (Non-preferred)

 Assignment of billing to non-preferred provider

 On-call physicians not part of every preferred 
provider networks

 Private payor only
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Maryland Reimbursement (Non-preferred)

 Patient assigns preferred provider benefits to 
on-call physician
 Reimburse the greater of 140% of the average rate the 

insurer pays to participating providers, or the average rate 
that the insurer paid on January 1, 2010, indexed for 
inflation

 No balance billing

OR

No assignment and non-preferred provider 
can balance bill and collect from patient
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Mandatory Reporting Overpayments

Report and return Medicare and Medicaid 
overpayments within:

 60 days after overpayment identified

 The date the cost report is due

What does “identified” mean?

Retention of overpayment = obligation under 
the Federal False Claims Act
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Voluntary Self-Disclosure Protocol

 Stark law – federal physician self-referral law

 Prior to PPACA, difficult to resolve Stark law 
problems

 CMS:  No authority to settle claims

 OIG:  Refused to accept Stark law self 
disclosures after March, 2009

www.cms.gov/physicianselfreferral/65_self_ref
erral_disclose-protocol.asp

http://www.cms.gov/physicianselfreferral/65_self_referral_disclose-protocol.asp�
http://www.cms.gov/physicianselfreferral/65_self_referral_disclose-protocol.asp�
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Voluntary Self-Disclosure Protocol

Define “look back period”

Remuneration / benefit received by physician

Medicare reimbursement received from DHS 
from referrals from that physician

 Is the Medicare reimbursement an 
“overpayment”?
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Miscellaneous Fraud and Abuse

 Face-to-face encounter with physician before 
home health services or durable medical 
equipment can be ordered for Medicare 
beneficiaries

 Physician enrollment in PECOS required for 
physician to order items or services for 
Medicare beneficiaries
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Innovative Programs
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Bundled Care

 Bundled care

 Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs)

 Patient Centered Home (Maryland only- most 
private payors)

 Shifting risk and cost

 Currently at carrier / insurer level

 To hospital / provider / physician level
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Hospital Acquired Conditions (HAC)

 Medicare: hospitals located in the 49 other states

 Expected effective October of 2012

 Excess HACs

 Cost

 Volume

 Reasonably preventable

 1% decrease Medicare reimbursement for bottom 
quartile
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HAC

Maryland HAC (all payors)

 HSCRC started process in 2009

 49 conditions

 2010:  collect data

 2011:  carrot and stick

Reward hospitals with low rate of HACs

Penalize hospitals with high rate of HACs
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Preventable Readmissions

Medicare (other 49 states)

Readmissions from a condition you would 
typical acquire from substandard care

 3 readmission conditions by 2012

 7 readmission conditions by 2015

Medicare payment reductions of 1-3%
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Preventable Readmissions

Maryland: Potentially Preventable 
Readmissions Program

Maryland hospital reimbursement

 Fee for service

 Case rate

 Total Patient Revenue 
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Preventable Readmissions

 2011 Health Services Cost Review 
Commission staff recommendation
 Bundled admission payment

 Readmission within 30 days after discharge

 Shift risk from payors to providers

 Separate incidents?

 Different hospitals?

 Effective 2012?
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Other Innovative Programs

Maryland skilled nursing facility (SNF) pay for 
performance

 Carrot - better performing SNF 

 Stick – lesser performing SNF 

 Tax on SNF collections

Reimbursement adjustment from Medical 
Assistance Program
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Other State Law Changes

 State False Claims Act

 2010 General Assembly

 Similar to federal law

 No personal cause of action if State does not 
intervene

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The scope is March, 2010 to today.
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Other State Law Changes

MRI/CT ownership and the Maryland Patient 
Referral Law

 Timeline

 2006 Board of Physicians Declaratory Ruling

 2007 Circuit Court for Montgomery County

 2011 Court of Appeals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The scope is March, 2010 to today.
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Other State Law: MD Self-Referral

Non-radiologist physicians owning CT Scan 
and/or MRI integrated with group practice:

 Cannot refer own patients 

 Non-radiologist physician co-owners cannot refer 
own patients

 Employed physicians?

Ownership of separate facility?
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Changes Affecting SNF

 Federal Nursing Home Transparency

 Disclosure of ownership and organization 
structure

 2012 / 2013 reporting 

CLASS Act

 Elder Justice Act
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Equal Justice Act

Reasonable suspicion of crime

 SNF employee reporting

 Local law enforcement

 CMS

No guidance as of March, 2011
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Questions?
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